Cable supplied by customer

Strain relief staple (1 supplied)
Material: Steel
Plating: Bright tin/lead over nickel

Spring latch (2 supplied)
Material: Stainless steel

Machine screw (4 supplied)
#2-56 UNC X .250
Stainless steel

Connector (must be purchased separately)

- Parts packaged as a unit kit.
- Parts individually bulk packaged & shipped as a unit package.

Upper backshell (1 supplied)
Material: Zinc finish; see table

12.50 [.492]

Lower backshell (1 supplied)
Material: Zinc finish; see table

45.72 [1.800]

49.91 [1.965]

Backshell finish packaging cable dia part no.

Obsolete
Black power
.480 max 749889-5
Nickel over copper
.480 max 749889-4
Nickel over copper 749889-3
Nickel over copper
.400 max 749889-2
Nickel over copper
.355 max 749889-1

AMP Incorporated
Harrisburg, PA 17115-3608

Backshell kit, 50 position, reduced width, straight exit, unkeyed, AMPLIMITE™.050 Series

Do not scale print, unless specified dimensions in mm (inches)
Tolerances on ±.03 (.015)
RCL DEC ±.01 (.004)
Angle ±
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AMP 11-24-89